Case Record Sonnetorium Moore Merrill Gorey Edward
signed by gorey & inscribed by moore 8.(gorey,edward)illus ... - (gorey,edward)illus. case record from
a sonnetorium by merrill moore. ny: twayne publishers (1951). 8vo (6 1/4 x 9 1/4”), grey pictorial cloth
stamped in red, near fine in dust wrapper frayed at spine ends and corners but still vg. 1st edition. illustrated
by gorey with more than 40 humorous half-page cartoons to accompany the sonnets. there is also a
“discharge note” by william carlos ... neurology, boston city hospital, brigham hospital - rill moore,who
had collaboratedwith houston merritt on studies of acute syphilitic meningitis and dementia paralytica. he had
also conducted long-termstudiesoftheincidenceand prevalence of alcoholism and suicide in the boston area,
but he was most noted for his incredibly productive production of sonnets. among many separate volumes of
poetry, moore wrote m: 1000 autobiographicalson¬ nets ...
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